
SCRAPER FOR INCREASING YOUR 
PROFITS 
The Terminator Infinity was designed not only to remove flooring materials with ease, but also 
to increase your profits. Whether you’re a contractor, distributor, or rental house, the Infinity is 
the perfect fit. 

It features an all-day battery that lasts 8-12 hours to make sure that you’re able to work the 
entire day without needing to re-charge. For rental houses, this means a seamless rental, saving 
you time and money.

Other features include: 

• No maintenance batteries
• Forklift channels for easy transport
• Dual On-board 120v charger (other power options available)
• Hour & Battery Life indicators
These are only a few of the features that make the Terminator Infinity the best All-Day Battery
Ride-on Floor Scrape

ALL DAY BATTERY | 8-12 HOUR RUN 
TIME 
The Terminator Infinity was designed to keep you working longer. With its 8-12 hour run time, 
you can be confident that this Ride-on Floor Scraper is going to get the job done. Many other 
Floor Scraper manufacturers can achieve this runtime but do so by sacrificing power and 
production. 

Innovatech has configured the Terminator Infinity so that it has the ability to run all day 
without sacrificing production. 

For rental houses, this runtime means that you will have issue-free rentals that keep customers 
coming back to you time and time again 

DUAL ON-BOARD CHARGING | 30% 
FASTER CHARGE TIME 
With many battery Ride-on Floor Scrapers, a separate charger is needed. While there are 
benefits to this, carting a charger around can be difficult and a pain for rental houses. 
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With the Terminator Infinity, we have integrated built-in charging ports right on the front of 
the machine to make this process simple. Using basic power (120v in North America), you can 
charge your floor scraper with basic extension chords from any outlet 

NO MAINTENANCE BATTERIES 
The Terminator Infinity comes standard with no maintenance batteries, also known as AGM 
batteries. This makes floor scraper maintenance much easier and less time consuming. 

On other batteries, there is quote a lot of up-keep that has to happen in order to make sure the 
batteries stay in good condition. With these batteries, you will spend less time maintaining 
them, and more time removing flooring, in turn increasing your profits. 
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